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Authentic Street Chai.

Cup of Hot Chai
Classic Cutting Chai $4.49
A cup of hot chai with Irani flavour 
blended in milk

Cardamom Chai $4.99
A cup of hot chai with Cardamom flavour 
blended in milk, giving a refreshing feel 
in every sip

Masala Chai $4.99
A cup of hot chai blended with natural herbs 
such as Clove, Cinnamon, Ginger, Aniseed and 
Nutmeg, boosting your immunity and energy 
with every sip

Ginger Chai $4.99
A cup of hot chai with natural ginger touch, 
containing antioxidants, relieving stress 
with every sip

Lemon Grass Chai $5.49
A cup of hot chai with a touch of lemon, 
giving you a soothing experience in every sip

Sa�ron Chai $5.49
A cup of hot chai with sa�ron (kesar) flavour, 
giving you a glow with every sip

Mystery Chai $5.99
A cup of hot chai with sweet and creamy 
essence. Guess what’s in it?

No-Milk Tea
Green Tea $4.49
An herbal refreshing hot water tea with no milk

English Breakfast Tea $4.49
English breakfast tea made from hot water 
with no milk

Lemon-Ginger Tea $4.49
Ginger and lemon flavoured hot water tea 
with no milk

Cup of Cold Chai
Iced Chai $6.99
Cutting Chai on the rocks!

Mystery Iced Chai $6.99
Mystery Chai on the rocks!

No Tea
Filter Co�ee $4.99
Indian street filter co�ee, taking you back to 
home

Bottle of Water $2.99
Bottle of Mineral water



All Day Delights
Toast/Rusk $1.49
Crispy piece of bread, going well 
with your cup of hot chai

Biscuits $1.99
Indian biscuits to complement your 
cup of chai – Parle G, Good Day, Osmania

Bun $1.99
Piece of milky bun to go with 
your cup of hot chai

Hash Browns $2.99
Potato cake

Cake $4.49
Yummy piece of cake in the flavour 
of your choice 

Mu�ns $4.99
Single serve quick bread

Croissants $4.99
Laminated, yeast-leavened dough roll

Lunch & Dinner Delights
Samosa $3.49ea / 2pc $5.99
Potato stu�ed deep fried snack, 
perfect to pair with your cup of chai

Curry Pu� $4.49
Baked pastry with curry filling, 
to match with your cup of chai 

Spring Rolls 3pc $5.99
Savoury fried rolls with vegetable fillings, 
to go with cup of chai 

Masala Vada $5.99
South Indian Chai snack with spicy 
and crunchy bites 

Chai Munch $5.99
Spicy masala mixture to match with your 
cup of chai – Peanut or Cashew

Veg Pakora $5.99
Crispy fried vegetable snack made from 
gram flour and spices

Fryums $5.99
Handful of Indian rice crackers topped 
with chat masala

Paan $4.99
Indian mouth freshening bite, wrapped in
betel leaf with flavour of your choice 
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